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ABSTRACT
Postmasburg, a small mining town, has been an agricultural centre for the past 120 years, the iron ore mining being the only
diversifying factor to the local economy. Mining endeavours resulted in the traditional boom-town cycle in Postmasburg over the past
ten years with one significant exception to most of the rural towns in South Africa, which experienced the same expansions in mining
operations. Whereas the other towns ran into a bottleneck after the initial rounds of urban development, mainly as a result of
insufficient bulk infrastructure and capable human resources, the Tsantsabane Local Municipality, within which the town of
Postmasburg is located, together with the two listed mining companies Kolomela and Assore’s Beeshoek, formed a tripartite partnership
that approached service delivery in an exceptional manner. This paper critically assesses the Tsassamba Partnership against the
background of the need for a partnership approach of governance against the background of the emphasis of planning theory on
partnerships and local context. Data was collected by conducting interviews with representatives of the mining companies,
municipality, business sector and civic organisations and quantitative questionnaires were applied in a household survey of 1,024
households. All the interviewees highlighted the success of this partnership approach. The survey also found that the partnership
participated and cooperated successfully in the development of bulk infrastructure and land for housing for the mining employees,
which had posed a major challenge to the local municipality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Towns can be clustered in ways that reveal
their similarities, as in the case of mining towns [1].
Mining towns provide services to the communities of
their surrounding areas, services, which may no longer
be available to those communities, should the town
decline as a result of the mine closing down [2]. A study
which drew attention to the fulfilment of Germany’s
human rights commitments in the South African coal
sector, questioned whether it is only the extraction of
the natural resources that should be considered [3]. It

investigated issues such as the constitutional right to
housing and municipal services [4]. Taking these
various points into consideration, and in the case mines
have to downscale in future, the purpose of this paper is
to determine whether the tripartite partnership’s
contribution and provision of municipal services could
ensure the long-term sustainability of the small town of
Postmasburg, which currently relies mainly on one
primary activity, namely, mining.
Postmasburg has been an agricultural centre
for more than 120 years, with one mining operation as
the only diversifying factor in the local economy. In the
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1930s, Assore Limited, which jointly controls the
manganese mines of Assmang Limited, opened a mine
in Beeshoek, a rural hamlet about 15 kilometres from
Postmasburg [5]. It was only in 2008, approximately 70
years later, after a significant increase in ore prices, that
other mining companies such as Anglo American’s
Kumba Iron Ore Limited (Kolomela) showed interest in
this region for expansion of their operations [5]. Over
the past ten years these endeavours resulted in a
traditional ‘boom-town cycle’ in Postmasburg; with one
significant exception. In contrast to the experiences of
most mining towns in South Africa, in the wake of
expansions in mining operations, Postmasburg was able
to avoid the usual bottle-neck after the initial rounds of
urban development. Where other towns ran into
challenges, mainly as a result of insufficient bulk
infrastructure and lack of capable human resources at
municipal level, the Tsantsabane Local Municipality,
within which the town of Postmasburg is located,
together with the two mining companies listed on the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), Kumba’s
Kolomela and Assore’s Beeshoek, formed a tripartite
partnership that approached development in an
exceptional manner [5]. The South African Municipal
Structures Act lays provisions for three categories of
local authorities, namely: Metropolitan Municipalities,
Local Municipalities and District Municipalities [6].
The tripartite alignment was named the
Tsassamba Partnership. The partnership functioned at
management and technical levels, with official
representation of all three partners. Through this
partnership a bank account was opened into which
private companies and government departments
deposited their financial contributions for the town’s
development. After a needs analysis, the town’s future
needs were translated into bulk services needs as well as
land needs, which in turn were translated into plans
and projects to be rolled out and managed by the
Tsassamba Partnership.

the mining industry, the two mining companies
represented in the Tsassamba Partnership face the
challenge of competing with the global market during
the positive phase of a commodity cycle, while also
dealing with the administrative and resource restraints
that characterise the local governments in rural areas in
South Africa.
Planning theory increasingly emphasises on
partnerships and collaboration [8]. The United
Kingdom has seen the spread of collaborative
governance and various forms of partnerships in
community development are becoming common in
other parts of the world, including North America.
Healy (2006) recommends that planning and policymaking be based on interactive social processes [8].
Hillier and Gundler (2003) state that urban planning is,
after all, about the city of the future and its impact on
people [9]. However, Watson (2009) argues that
neither communities nor the market will solve urban
problems [10]. The implementation of plans should
ideally be a process of negotiation and compromise [8].
Planners must understand the local dynamics and
context and assess the impact of interventions on
people.
Van Horen (2002) describes a participatory
project aimed at social empowerment that was
successfully implemented by GTZ (Gesellschaft für
Technische Zusammenarbeit) in a war-torn area of Sri
Lanka [11]. He argues that long-term improvement
depends on the extent to which institutional capacity is
built. The project’s dependence on financial support
was a problem as it meant that the development process
might not be sustainable once the funding was
exhausted. This problem was addressed by building
connections on an understanding of local relationships
and institutions. Relationships between the project and
the central government were also positive and
participatory on a local as well as central government
level.

2. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

2.1. Literature and policy on Public Private
Partnerships

Local government is the sphere of government
tasked with dealing with all matters relating to planning
and development within its promulgated municipal
boundary [6]. As such, the local government is an organ
of state geared to providing policy and services within
timeframes and according to scales required by
industry. Industry, in turn, is driven by the global
market place, and in this case study, commodity prices.
A case in point is the chairperson of Anglo American,
Sir Johan Parker’s announcement that Anglo America
considers selling more of its South African assets. He
stated the obvious reason, namely that Anglo America’s
focus is on their best quality assets, which have
attractive profit margins and deliver appealing yields on
investments [7]. As the principal global role-players in
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Suitable procurement vehicles are required for
the execution of projects that make Public Private
Partnerships (PPPs) a viable option but the experiences
of PPPs internationally were not all positive [12]. To
address their large infrastructure gaps many countries
find in PPPs a solution to finance infrastructure projects
[13] and this justifies PPPs as they allow for the release
of public funds. A main characteristic of a PPP, in
comparison to conventional provision, is that it places
investment together with service provision in one longterm contract. Other characteristics are: bundling of
tasks, such as design and finance, and risk transfer [12].
The factors identified as contributing to successful PPPs
are, amongst others: a strong private consortium,
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political and public support, as well as transparent
procurement [14]. PPPs are also known as P3s and, in
the United Kingdom, they are mostly called PFIs
(Private Finance Initiatives).
The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors’
(RICS) Policy Report contains their views on PPPs.
They identify the need for PPPs as evolving in response
to the new economic environment with tighter credit
conditions and less government spending [15]. For this
Policy Report, PPPs around the world were
investigated, with special reference to the United
Kingdom, Australia, the United States of America and
Canada. The observations made in the report contain
recommendations pertaining to the future use of PPPs
and many of them are strongly focused on financial
viability and project control. Australia is presently
hailed by many as the leading country regarding PPPs.
The National Public Private Partnership Guidelines of
the Australian Government reflect that infrastructure is
the main focus of PPPs with the private sector providing
design, construction, financing, maintenance and
delivery [16]. The government contributes with land,
capital works, risk sharing, revenue diversion,
purchasing of agreed services. The document also states
that PPPs are not synonymous with privatisation,
however, Engel et al (2013) argue that PPPs have
several attributes typically associated with privatisation
including that, as in PPPs, the concessionaire owns
assets [12].
PPP Canada (2010-2011) was founded as a
Crown Corporation with an independent board of
directors [17]. Its mandate is to improve the delivery of
public infrastructure by achieving better value,
timelines and accountability to taxpayers through PPPs.
PPPs are utilised by the federal government, and are
also increasingly being viewed more favourably by
provincial governments in Canada. PPP Canada (20102011) emphasises on financial viability and project
control as it reflects that PPPs are delivering a broad
range of on-time, on-budget public infrastructure
projects, including transportation, reducing risk and
maximising value over the entire project life cycle [17].
It offers integrated solutions regarding design,
construction, finance and operation of public
infrastructure. PPPs draw leading expertise together in
all aspects, using competition and capital markets to
ensure private sector delivery.
Ndoni and Elhag (2012) report the following
main barriers to innovation in PPP projects in the
United Kingdom: their once-off nature; the
configuration of construction work; a lack in joint
collaboration; and challenges to management
innovation [18]. As possible corrective measures they
identify: formation of interpersonal ties; networks of
learning; and joint collaboration between clients,
suppliers, manufacturers and researchers. Some key
ingredients have been identified as missing in PPPs,

namely how to stimulate innovation and other factors of
significance.
2.2. Sustainable human settlements
The Habitat Agenda (1996) placed great
emphasis on the development of sustainable human
settlements that should be planned, developed and
improved in a manner that takes full account of
sustainable development principles and all their
components [19]. These development principles
included concepts and theories of social integration,
combating
segregation,
improved
access
to
opportunities, promoting geographically balanced
settlements and more sustainable human settlement
with housing that is more integrated, as well as
including access to transport and social facilities. This
was reiterated in the recent Habitat III document,
which places an even stronger emphasis on the supply
of housing in a sustainable and integrated manner [20].
This implies a more sustainable location with the
necessary ancillary services such as infrastructural and
social amenities to support the community, with the
desired effect of urban resilience [21]. This reflection on
international policy and best practice formed the
backdrop to a process whereby the mining industry
agreed to a tripartite structure that approached service
delivery in an exceptional manner.
Various policy and legislative guidelines
broadly referred to the prominence of mining villages
[21]. The White Paper on the Energy Policy states that
the structure of mining towns must be altered to
integrate mineworkers into the local economy and to
end the racial segregation of mineworkers [22]. It
further proposes that a tripartite structure should be
established among the state, the mining industry and
representatives of employees’ labour unions to seek
ways and means of improving the lot of workers who
live on the mines and to investigate the issue of housing
and accommodation for workers and their families at
mines, with due regard for the continued viability of
communities thus established.
Little coordination exists between the many
South African government departments that implement
spatial programmes [23]. In the National Spatial
Development
Perspective
(NSDP)
(2012)
the
government calls for mine companies to ensure
empowerment of employees through home ownership
and to move away from providing housing at
unsustainable locations on mine land [24]. The NSDP
further encourages mining companies to ensure that
housing development is promoted in sustainable towns
near the mining operations and not as isolated villages
on mine-owned land.
The above-mentioned policy guidelines
assisted in convincing the mining companies to identify
Postmasburg as a town-of-choice although the
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institutional capacity was potentially lacking. With an
envisaged development project of more than 2000 new
houses and supporting bulk as well as internal
infrastructure in the relevant rural town, comprising
only 6600 households at the time, the main challenge
was increased institutional capacity and support. This
gave birth to the need for a ‘vehicle’, which would then
manage all the parties’ needs in an efficient and legal
manner. As mentioned, a local municipality must
provide for the necessary ‘development function’ in
terms of providing physical infrastructure and
community services. According to Section 153 of the
Constitution (1998) a municipality “… must structure
and manage its administration and budget and
planning processes to give priority to the basic needs
of the community, and to provide for the social and
economic development of the community” [6]. In
addition, specific functions have been allocated to a
Category B Municipality, such as Postmasburg, in terms
of Section 83 of the Municipal Structures Act, amongst
others, to execute (i) integrated development planning;
and (ii) bulk infrastructure and service development
[5].
One of the development principles of the
South African Spatial Planning and Land Use
Management Act (SPLUMA) is spatial justice. This
principle, which is unique to South Africa, has to be
promoted and implemented in conjunction with others
in previously excluded areas, disadvantaged areas and
areas of deprivation [24].
3. METHODS
The general organising framework or
methodological paradigm for this paper is founded on
interpretive social science, i.e. analysing the reality of
spatial planning and public management in a
meaningful manner. Considering the interpretive
nature of this research, the methodological approach
was primarily based on qualitative interviews and a case
study, which was evaluated as part of the research
design. It is well known that a case-study approach to
research design is a scientifically accepted method for
the cumulative development of knowledge and
compares well to other methods of research design [26].
In addition, a case study is a useful research design
when exploring an area with a view to gaining an
holistic understanding of the specific situation or
community. In this research a tripartite approach,
designed, established and implemented in a unique
manner, becomes the basis of a holistic and in-depth
exploration of a municipal management partnership.
Methods of qualitative data collection included
scrutiny of minutes of municipal meetings, reviewing
contracts and tender documentation, in-depth
interviews, and personal observations. Data was
collected by conducting 28 semi-structured interviews
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with key informants from mining companies, the
municipality, the business sector and civic
organisations. Although these respondents were
initially sampled purposively, the interviewers talked to
every business person, municipal official, mining
employee and community leaders who agreed to be
interviewed.
Secondly, quantitative questionnaires were
served in a household survey of 1,024 households in all
areas of Postmasburg. The majority of households, 529
in total, responded that they were employed in mining,
273 responded that they were from non-mining
households and 222 were part of informal settlements
around Postmasburg. This research started in 2015 and
ended in 2016. To obtain the samples for the mining
houses, random sampling was applied based on
cadastral information. For the informal settlements,
random cluster sampling was applied by dividing these
settlements into eight sub-areas. At least 20 of the 1,024
questionnaires were not fully completed. These
incomplete questionnaires were included when the
number of respondents that refused to answer a
question were calculated, which pushed up the numbers
of the ‘refused to answer category’ for each question by
at least 2%.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is important to provide a spatial perspective
on Postmasburg, which is situated in one of the largest
of the nine provinces in South Africa but is also the
most sparsely populated, with the lowest human density
indexes. It is positioned in a dry and arid region, being
classified as part of the Kalahari Desert; this is part of
the huge sand basin that reaches up to Angola in the
west and to Zimbabwe in the east [27]. The Kalahari is
known for the unique aesthetic appeal of its red dune
landscape and it includes several smaller settlements.
These are scattered all over the region and were
established mainly near mineral deposits.
The economic history of the region has evolved
and developed upon a rich base of mineral resources,
particularly diamond, copper, manganese and iron ore
deposits. Legislative changes at national level regarding
the management and utilisation of South Africa’s
mineral endowments provided the region with a
number of opportunities for catalysing future growth
and development around this resource base [28]. The
challenge recognised for most towns and villages in the
region was to switch from a singular economic base and
engage in a multi-dimensional approach to spatial
planning and development that goes beyond single
perspectives on economic growth, infrastructure
provision and poverty alleviation [29]. The provincial
regional growth and development strategy called for a
socio-spatial approach to planning, taking into account
the need for a place-making approach, while
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simultaneously considering the bigger whole and the
public good, both on short term and over the long run.
This implied flexible yet institutional readiness and
capacity in governance to ensure a balance between
short-term needs and long-term visions and costs.
In 2008, when the Tsassamba Partnership was
formed, Postmasburg was an isolated town in this
desert-like region with an economic base mostly
focused on mining and agriculture. It also illustrated a
relatively capable institutional resource at the local
administration level but was unfortunately a low
priority investment zone for provincial government.
Between 2001 and 2011 the population increased by
30,089 (42%) and between 2011 and 2015 by an
estimated 35,000 (14%). A national household survey
conducted in 2011 involved 800 families (a sample of
10%) in the Tsantsabane Local Municipality. The
majority, namely 55.5% of these heads of households,
were employed, which is well below the current national
average of 73.4%, which includes the metropolitan
areas with better employment opportunities [30].
4.1. Quantitative survey analysis
The empirical quantitative survey, however,
showed that at least 68.7% of the sample population
was employed (Table 1). The national household survey
also indicated that the highest percentage of families,
namely 53.3%, earned less than 38,401 South African
Rand (ZAR) which is approximately2 403 Euro (EUR)
annually, which puts them into the low-income bracket,
below 42,001 ZAR per annum which means
approximately 2,628 EUR [30]. Low-income families
earning up to 42,000 ZAR qualify for the
Reconstruction and Development Programme’s (RDP)
once-off project-linked subsidy, which applies to
families earning up to 3,500 ZAR, which is about 219
EUR/month [31].
Table 1. Income from employment (wages/ salaries/
commission) received at the end of the previous month.

Response
Yes
No
Refused
Don’t know
Total

Number of respondents
703
292
26
3
1024

(%)
68.7
28.5
2.6
0.3
100

A question was asked to determine whether
the respondents accessed housing through the abovementioned RDP programme (Table 2). The vast
majority of them (68.5%) did not have RDP houses,
while one respondent indicated that they received the
once-off subsidy twice - which is a concern.
The vast majority of the sampled families
(72.8%) live in formal permanent structures such as
brick and mortar houses, apartment blocks, town

houses or a retirement village, while 25.2% live in
informal structures with limited services (Table 3).
Table 2. Number of households receiving
government assistance (e.g. RDP housing) to obtain their
dwellings.

Response
Yes, for this dwelling
Yes, for another dwelling
Yes, for this and another dwelling
No
Refused to answer the question
Don’t know
Total

Frequency
281
8
1
702
30
2
1024

(%)
27.4
0.8
0.1
68.6
3.0
0.2
100

Table 3. Type of main dwellings of the household.

Response
Dwelling/house or brick structure
on a separate stand or yard or on
farm
Traditional dwelling/hut/structure
made of traditional materials
Flat or apartment in a block of
flats
Town/cluster/semi-detached
house (simplex, duplex or triplex)
Unit in retirement village
Dwelling/house/flat/room in
backyard
Informal dwelling/shack in
backyard
Informal dwelling/shack not in
backyard, e.g. in an informal/
squatter settlement or on farm
Room/flatlet
Caravan/tent
Other (specify)
Refused to answer
Total

Frequency

(%)

696

68.0

1

0.1

4

0.4

16

1.6

1

0.1

21

2.1

24

2.3

225

22.0

6
8
2
20
1024

0.6
0.8
0.2
2.0
100

Although 43.8% of the respondents indicated
that they had title deeds (Table 4), in response to
another question, approximately 20% more (63.3%)
indicated that they had ownership title. This
corresponds with the 19.9% who indicated that they did
not have title deeds, while 36.3% either did not know
whether they had title deeds or did not answer the
question (Table 4).
Table 4. Title deed for the dwelling.

Response
Yes
No
Refused to answer
Don’t know
Total

Frequency
448
204
336
6
1024

(%)
43.8
19.9
35.7
0.6
100

Only 28.8% of the sampled families indicated
that they pay rent, the monthly rental amounts ranging
from 150 ZAR (about 9 EUR) to 13,000 ZAR (about 817
EUR). The highest percentage of the sampled families
(1.9%), pay 900 ZAR (about 57 EUR). Only 15.5% of the
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sampled families who pay rent indicated that they
would like to own the house. The highest percentage
(16.1%) indicated that the total number of rooms that
the household occupies in all structures of this dwelling
including bathrooms, toilets and kitchens are three
rooms, while the second highest percentage (15.6%)
indicated the household consists of only one room.
Postmasburg is situated in an arid region,
which has a low annual rainfall of 240 mm. According
to the national census of 2011, all households have
access to water, while 55.9% have no reliable water
supply and have to rely on stagnant water sources,
boreholes or municipal water tanks to supplement their
primary water sources [22]. Only 18% of the
respondents indicated that they did not have access to
piped water inside the dwelling or on site, which is still
above the national average of 8.75%, which includes the
well-serviced metropolitan areas. It should also be
noted that the combined service delivery index was the
highest, namely 4.6% for metropolitan municipalities
and lowest, namely 3.3% for rural municipalities such
as Postmasburg [32].
Regarding
sanitation,
20.3%
of
the
respondents have no access to sanitation and are using
a bucket system or pit latrines. In the adjacent local
municipalities of Siyancuma and !Kheis much higher
percentages, namely 47.92% in Siyacuma and 80.09%
of the residents in !Kheis, are not currently connected
to the public sewerage system [33].
Table 5 shows that 21.7% of the respondents
do not have electricity, which is above the national
average (15.21%); and 32.6% indicated that their refuse
is not regularly removed (Table 6), which is
substantially higher than the national average of 5.4%
for no refuse removal [29].

(Table 7) and cited. Interviewees were invited to reflect
on the impact of mining, municipal service delivery and
the contribution of the tripartite partnership in
Postmasburg. This section looks at the main themes
emerging from the conversations with members of the
business community, community leaders, public
officials, mining employees and professional planners
interviewed during the study. The following discussion
reflects on the perceptions and experiences of the
interviewees.
Table 7. Participants cited in the qualitative study
[21].

1. Husband and wife business team who distribute their
produce to neighbouring towns
2. Businessperson and director of a local co-op, as well as a
member of the local agricultural union
3. Businessperson
4. Businessperson (and consultant) interviewed
5. Municipal councillor and businessperson
6. Businessperson
7. Professor in geohydrology
8. Tsantsabane municipal official
9. Tsantsabane municipal official
10. Tsantsabane municipal official
11. Spatial Planner in Private Practice who submitted landuse applications in Postmasburg
12. Tsantsabane municipal official who is employed in the
finance division
13. Kolomela mineworker
14. Municipal official and former mayor
15. Beeshoek mineworker
16. Local Property Agent
17. Headmaster at a school in Postmasburg
18. Headmaster at a school in Beeshoek

Table 5. Access to electricity.

Response
Yes
No
Refused to answer
Don’t know
Total

19. Employee at a mine
Frequency
770
222
3
29
1024

(%)
75.2
21.7
0.3
2.9
100

Table 6. Regular refuse removal.

Response
Yes
No
Refused to answer
Don’t know
Total

Frequency
666
334
22
2
1024

(%)
65
32,6
2,2
0,2
100

4.2. Qualitative analysis based on interviews
Qualitative interviews were conducted in 2016.
Although 28 interviews were conducted, only those
addressing the issues discussed in this paper are listed
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20. Retired Spatial Planner formerly at the provincial
government
21. Spatial Planner in Private Practice who submitted landuse applications in Postmasburg
4.2.1. The impact of mining on the town
The Postmasburg business community
(interviewees 1 to 6) not only that pointed out the
positive but also the negative impacts of mining on the
town. A positive impact is that, due to the population
increase (see section 4), mostly because of the influx of
the mining employees, the farmers, shop owners and
pharmacists have a local market for their produce,
products and services. Mining employees reported that
because of this population growth there had, at a
certain point, been a housing shortage in Postmasburg,
a result of the high demand for accommodation,
particularly due to the influx of mining employees.
However, once the mine had become operational, the
contractors started to move out and sell their
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properties, leading to declining house prices and
therefore more affordable housing in Postmasburg.
A complaint raised by the business community
was that the mines could afford to pay higher wages
than the local businesses and residents and therefore,
the local workforce preferred jobs in the mines, rather
than working for the local, small businesses. This brings
us to the elephant in the room; namely, what will
happen to a mining town like Postmasburg, which relies
heavily on mining, when the mine closes down? There is
the interim reassurance that Kolomela is a new mine of
seven to eight years old and profitable and therefore the
mines would not close down in the near future (A
geohydrologist - interviewee 7).
Another negative impact of mining is that the
influx of people into the town put additional pressure
on the service delivery capacity (Tsantsabane municipal
official-interviewee 8).
4.2.2. Municipal governance and finance
The municipal council squandered funds and
was unable to account for how these were spent, to the
South African Auditor General (Businessperson –
interviewees number 3 and 6). In addition to this, the
municipal manager was under investigation at the time
for alleged tender fraud involving the African National
Congress (ANC) Youth League (Businessperson who
worked for a construction company but at the time of
the study was a consultant - interviewee number 4). The
community accused the municipality of not having
sound financial systems in place and of not issuing
invoices. These accusations were confirmed by other
interviewees who affirmed that the municipality failed
to collect revenue as a result of the lack of necessary
systems and an inadequate human resource capacity
(Tsantsabane municipal officers-interviewees 9 and 10,
and also a spatial planner in private practice who
submitted land-use applications in Postmasburg interviewee 11). The relationship between the provincial
treasury department and the municipal finance
department was dysfunctional (Tsantsabane municipal
official who works in the finance division - interviewee
12). It was concurred that the financial division of
Tsantsabane lacked capacity.
4.2.3. Infrastructure and service delivery
In spite of being located in an arid area,
Postmasburg has no water shortage. The boreholes and
Sedibeng Water’s Gamagara Line provide ample water
(Interviewee 13). The community had convinced the
mine’s management to pump water back into the
ground to replenish the underground water level
(Businessperson - interviewee 2) but, according to a
professor in geohydrology, a national government
agreement with Anglo American’s Kumba Iron Ore

Limited determined that water should be pumped into
the Gamagara Line (Interviewee 7).
The community agreed that despite the low
standard of the municipal infrastructure, they were
grateful nonetheless to the people maintaining it. It was
asserted that the newly established Tsantsabane
partnership does not shy away from problems but
works towards solutions (Municipal councillor, who
also is a local businessperson - interviewee 5). It was
stated that the municipality was not sustainable and
that the Tsantsabane partnership financed the projects
identified in the municipal Integrated Development
Plan (Municipal official who is also a former mayor interviewee 14) as well as another municipal official at
Tsantsabane - interviewee 9).
Postmasburg could attract more investors if
the engineering infrastructure was on par (Municipal
councillor and businessperson- interviewee 5).
Furthermore, since the municipality does not maintain
the existing infrastructure such as roads, sewerage,
electricity and water supply, the mine is obliged to
undertake these responsibilities (Employee at the
Beeshoek Mine- interviewee 15; a businessperson interviewee 6; and a local property agent - interviewee
16). The water pumps are sometimes out of order and at
the time of the interviews some of the houses had no
running water, despite the fact that the pumps were
working and water was available when the mine handed
over the houses to the residents (Municipal councillor,
who is also a local businessperson - interviewee 5). A
pipeline costing 6.5 million ZAR (about 400,000 EUR)
burst because the pump was too strong and the mine
repaired it as the municipality did not have the
resources or the skills available to fix it.
The municipality only manages to deliver a low
level of services (Tsantsabane municipal official
interviewed who works in the technical services division
- interviewee 10; headmaster at a school in
Postmasburg - interviewee 17 and the headmaster at a
school in Beeshoek - interviewee 18; Mining employee interviewee 19).
4.2.4. Spatial Planning
The Postmasburg Municipal Council made the
majority of its decisions in an ad hoc manner and
planning was not co-ordinated. Eliciting public
participation was also a challenge and therefore
residents were unaware of circumstances in
Postmasburg (Retired spatial planner who was
employed by the Northern Cape Provincial
Administration - interviewee 20). Interviewees agreed
that the major challenges were the lack of sufficient
bulk services to address the rapid growth and that the
condition of the existing infrastructure was very poor.
They alluded to the strength of the municipality being
its ownership of most of the strategically located land.
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As the municipality did not have a spatial planner on its
staff there was no one with technical knowledge
regarding land-use issues to act on its behalf on related
matters (Spatial Planner in Private Practice who
submitted land-use applications in Postmasburg interviewee 21). At the time of the interviews the local
municipality was preparing a grant application to
upgrade the existing networks of electricity, water and
sanitation (Tsantsabane municipal official - interviewee
10).
4.2.5. The impact of the tripartite partnership
on Postmasburg
The interviewed mining employees asserted
that the mine wished to engage in partnerships but that
there were concerns that if the mine did not meet the
set targets it would be blacklisted by the national
government. These participants were of the opinion
that the mine had to drive development while the
municipality should bear the responsibility for change.
They were also of the opinion that the mine should
oversee joint projects and not merely provide the
funding, as the municipality lacked the necessary
capacity and leadership, both of which are critical for
development. According to these interviewees, who are
mining employees and officials, the value of the
Tsassamba Partnership, which drives joint services and
infrastructure projects, lies in the collaboration between
the municipality and the mines, as they are reliant on
one another for successful outcomes. Interviewees in
the business sector also observed that the Partnership
was a suitable vehicle for the municipality to co-operate
with the mines to build and develop infrastructure
together. They purported that the Partnership fostered
a free flow of information and regular meetings.
Interviewees at the Beeshoek Mine drew
attention to the Mining Charter, which states that all
mining companies are obliged to develop local
infrastructure and to invest 3% of the profits of each
mine in the town. Therefore Kolomela invests between
nine to eleven million ZAR (about 560,000 to 690,000
EUR) per annum in Postmasburg, while Beeshoek
invests three million ZAR (about 190,000 EUR).
Kolomela paid its three percent community
development status dividends to the trust. Kolomela
mine discontinued investment into infrastructure and
preferred to invest in community development or
poverty-alleviation projects, such as: chicken farm,
honey/bee farm and vegetable gardens. This resulted in
a strained relationship between Kolomela and the
municipality (Kolomela mineworker - interviewee 13).
5. CONCLUSION
Ten years after the commencement of the
tripartite agreement, the success of this partnership
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approach is evident to all stakeholders and reflects a
process that allowed for a great deal of learning by all
parties and, based on the positive results, this is a
system that might be replicated with success in other
small mining towns. The findings of the quantitative
questionnaires indicate that in Postmasburg, the level
of certain services such as access to piped water is above
the national average and the percentage of respondents
without sanitation is well below the average percentages
of the adjacent local municipalities. The qualitative
interviews illustrated that the significance of the
Tsassamba Partnership, which drives joint services and
infrastructure projects, lies in the collaboration, as
neither the municipality nor the mines would be able to
achieve results on their own. This is largely due to the
fact that the municipality does not maintain existing
infrastructure such as roads, sewerage, electricity and
water supply, while the Tsassamba Partnership was
successful in maintaining the infrastructure until it was
handed over to the municipality. Pursuing equal access
to resources will also comply with the implementation
of the spatial justice principle of the SPLUMA. In the
context of this study, this means that towns such as
Postmasburg should be given equal opportunities,
rather than national and provincial government
concentrating solely on the large metropolitan areas.
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